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SDK Docs

Overview

SDK docs initial designs
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Accelerate adoption and improve your API devX with an always up-to-date, SDK-first 
docsite.

Key Features
Always up to date—docs pages are generated alongside the SDK itself, so your 
docsite always matches your SDKs

SDK-first—rather than being just an API reference that has to be mapped to the 
particular SDK your user is integrating with, SDK-first docs simplify the integration 
process by matching the code users are writing one-to-one (more on this below)

Slick—unlike other doc page generation tools (think Stoplight), our docs offering is 
polished and ready to present to the world out of the box (think WorkOS). We’ll also 
include wow-factor features like AI search and personalized usage snippets (e.g. 
automatically including the user’s API key in examples).

Other bonuses—easily themeable with your own branding and supports OpenAPI 
3.1 (unlike many OpenAPI docs tools)

AI-powered—Speakeasy doesn’t just display your docs—we actively improve them 
with AI. We use the full context of your spec plus the content of your website to 
improve descriptions, add examples, and even resolve validation errors and 
warnings.

Ways to Integrate
Hosted—Speakeasy can generate and host a docsite for you as part of your 
existing SDK generation workflow. When your SDKs are updated, the docsite will 
update as well. The hosted URL can then be linked out from your primary docsite 
and/or your SDK’s readme

Embeddable—docs can also be generated as plain React in a standalone action. 
This enables you to generate docs in the same internal repo the rest of your docs 
already live in and host it however you want. 

API reference only—docs can also be generated without any SDKs. The resulting 
docs page would serve as a normal API reference.

What does “SDK-first” mean?

https://www.notion.so/7a13988d0a3749f59bd70a71d7197b37?pvs=25#2e259c0d737642a5b06bf278e07a47ba
https://stoplight.io/
https://workos.com/docs/reference
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The docs you get from something like Swagger UI or the PAN Docusaurus plugin are 
documentation of your REST API itself. They talk about things in terms of HTTP calls. 
Notice in the screenshot below the references to HTTP methods (e.g. GET ), path 
parameters, response codes, etc.

SDK docs, in contrast, talk in terms of the specific language you are using. The fact that 
there is an API under the hood is abstracted away, simplifying the integration process 
by matching the code users are writing one-to-one. A side benefit of this is that the docs 
read closer to the product outcomes a user might want to achieve by not needing to 
cover so many HTTP-specific details. Notice in the screenshot below that everything is 
in terms of Java types, objects, and code. There’s nothing that reveals that this is in fact 
calling out to a REST API under the hood. It reads like the documentation for a normal 
Java library.

An example Stoplight API reference

https://swagger.io/tools/swagger-ui/
https://github.com/PaloAltoNetworks/docusaurus-openapi-docs
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It’s worth noting that SDK docs still serve as an API reference. See the below 
screenshot. 

The WorkOS API / SDK reference docs
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AI Powered
Speakeasy offers powerful AI workflows that improve and maintain your OpenAPI spec 
for you. This ranges from simple things like suggesting better descriptions, examples, 
and operation IDs all the way up to actually solving validation errors and refactoring 
parts of your spec for you. This makes your spec better in the immediate term and 
reduces the maintenance burden as your API changes in the long term. This benefits 
your docs (and SDKs) directly, as the quality of both of those surfaces is determined by 
the quality of your OpenAPI spec. 

The WorkOS docs, with “cURL” selected as the language


